
Rationale of Music 

  

 Aims 

 Music has the capacity to engage, inspire and enrich all students, 

exciting the imagination and encouraging students to reach their 

creative and expressive potential. Skills and techniques developed 

through participation in music learning allow students to manipulate, 

express and share sound as listeners, composers and performers. Music 

learning has a significant impact on the cognitive, affective, motor, 

social and personal competencies of pupils. 

 To expose our young people to literacy, numeracy and health and 

wellbeing outcomes suitable to their individual age and stage  

 To further develop social skills 

 To develop higher order thinking skills 

 To provide opportunities for leadership 

 To develop pathways in to further education and employment 

 To support the wider aims of the school and contribute to 

interdisciplinary learning.   

 To help develop a growth mindset in our young people and give them 

opportunities to succeed at their own level and have this celebrated. 

  

S1 - All pupils attend Music 3 periods per week 

  

In music, S1 pupils will enjoy a range of activities including performing, 

composition and listening. The course begins with a Taster unit which allows 

them to choose two instruments. They may also complete units in Christmas 

music, Scottish music and African drumming. This will cover individual 

learning, group and interdisciplinary work. 

Throughout the year all pupils continue to develop their skills in performing, 

composition and listening. This will include playing technique and knowledge 

of notation/tablature. Pupils will also have the opportunity to create a 

composition using a variety of musical elements. Pupils will also have the 

opportunity to experience a range of music styles through listening. 

Music Technology: 

Towards the end of the session pupils have the opportunity to learn the basic 

skills of the music software package Sibelius.   This affords the pupils the 

experience of learning to notate, create and playback music using 

technology.  

Interpersonal, Thinking and Communication Skills: 

Pupils have the opportunity to develop and express their creativity, work 

cooperatively and communicate with others. 

 



S2 - All pupils attend Music 2 periods per week 

  

Throughout S2 music pupils continue to develop their musicianship skills. This 

will include performing class arrangements on two instruments, composition 

and the development of listening skills. This will be achieved through 

performing various styles of popular music.   

Interpersonal, Thinking and Communication Skills: 

Pupils will have individual responsibilities within their group to complete 

various musical tasks. This will allow confidence to develop through the 

opportunity to perform to a class audience. Pupils will develop their literacy 

and communication skills through individual and group tasks within the Film 

Music topic.  

Performing: 

Pupils have the opportunity to further develop their musicianship skills. 

Opportunities are presented to share and apply these skills with peers as part 

of a group. Numeracy skills will also be developed during this element. 

Listening: 

Classes will work on a topic called Film Music.  This includes both individual 

and group listening tasks.  This unit of work also helps to develop confidence 

and presentation skills. Literacy skills will also be developed during this 

element. 

Composition: 

Pupils will study film music and will then work in a group to produce a 

soundtrack to accompany a short animation clip.  

Music Technology: 

Music Technology is an option for pupils to progress in music. 

In S1 pupils had the opportunity to learn and use Sibelius which is a music 

writing software package using various projects including composing, 

arranging and improvising. 

In S2 pupils work a group to complete a soundtrack for an animation.  This 

project has developed pupil skills on Cubase, an industry standard music 

recording and sequencing package. 

Pupils were expected to listen to and download sound effect audio clips to 

use and create an effective soundtrack.  The clips were then edited and 

placed at the correct times along with the animation. 

 

 



S3 - Pupils attend Music 2 periods per week 

  

In S3 pupils will choose whether to continue with music.   

They will develop further skills in three main areas. 

 

Understanding Music 

Pupils will further develop skills in Music Literacy and complete a research 

based activity.   

 

Performing Skills 

Pupils will perform as a group and as a soloist.  A wide range of music and 

styles will be covered. 

 

Composing Skills 

Pupils will complete at least 2 composition projects throughout the year. 

 

Music Technology 

Pupils will continue to develop skills using both Sibelius and Cubase music 

software. 

 

Senior Phase 

In the senior phase pupils can opt to study Music and/or Music Technology. 

At present Music is available at National 3 – 5, Higher and Advanced Higher. 

Music Technology is available at National 3 - 5 and Higher. 

 

----- 

All of our courses are designed to ensure a degree of personalisation and 

choice, with pupils opting in to particular aspects of our courses.  Pupils 

experience literacy, numeracy and health and wellbeing outcomes at levels 

appropriate to their individual age and stage of learning.   

Next session we plan to support the delivery of outcomes via appropriate 

assessment through the newly introduced significant aspects of learning.   

 

In addition our music courses are strongly supported by an excellent extra-

curricular programme. 


